
 

S.Africa's blackouts force solar-powered
town to life in the dark
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Residents in the South African town of Frankfort have invested heavily in solar
energy -- but a court ruling has forced them to abide by power cuts imposed by
electricity monopoly Eskom.

A South African town has been left fuming after a legal battle with a
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state-owned power utility forced its solar plant to dump desperately
needed electricity in a country suffering a record energy crisis.

Frankfort, a farming community of around 5,800 people located 140
kilometers (90 miles) south of Johannesburg, started using locally
produced energy in February to lessen the impact of crippling
nationwide power cuts that can last up to 12 hours a day.

But that didn't go down well with beleaguered monopoly Eskom,
resulting in a court case, which the firm won on a technicality last
month—compelling locals to sit in the dark during outages like
everybody else.

"They can't produce any electricity and we are not allowed to use the
electricity that we produce. It doesn't make sense," Hans Pretorius, a
local cereal farmer, told AFP.

The case reflects some of the frustrations at the country's energy crunch,
with critics saying it is emblematic of the problems faced by private
businesses grappling for solutions.

"If they are not going to allow us to use the solar... or to use our own
electricity, we don't have any choice, we will have to take the law into
our own hands," warned Pretorius, who grows cereals and relies on
electricity to power the irrigation system.

"It's a matter of survival."
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Farm manager Gary Mbundire says thousands of his chickens died in January
when ventilation failed at the height of summer.

Solar farm

Africa's most industrialized country has been battered by record
blackouts over the past year due to shortfalls in generation at Eskom's
coal-powered plants.

Euphemestically called load-shedding, the outages can last half a day,
but could worsen in coming southern hemisphere winter and cost the
country over $1 billion a month in lost production, according to the
government.
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Gary Mbundire, a farm manager, said he lost 5,000 chickens which
suffocated because of lack of ventilation in January.

Similarly, Thando Keswa was forced to close his takeaway business in
Frankfort's township of Namahadi as the cost of running a generator had
become too expensive.

"When you are using the gas for... hours, you are not going to make any
profit," he said.

That situation prompted local businesses and individuals to invest about
100 million rand ($5.2 million) to build a solar farm, which was
completed in December.
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Shopkeeper Thando Keswa said he had had to shut down his takeaway business
as he could no longer afford to use a generator to provide power.

The plant, with a total capacity of 4.26 megawatts, is operated by Rural
Free State (RFS), a subsidiary of the private firm managing network
distribution for the local municipality.

The extra power allowed the distributor to start implementing its own,
reduced, blackout schedule.

'Is that fair?

But Eskom barred the plant from doing this—a move that prompted RFS
to go to court.

In the ensuing case, Eskom argued that RFS had not been granted
authorization to carry out its own blackout program.

The monopoly explained that Frankfort still needed to draw power from
Eskom's grid.

The town's solar panels were not enough to cover its needs, and its
system did not have batteries in which to store excess power and draw on
it at time of need, it said.

If the town were allowed to dispense with Eskom's blackout schedule,
others could follow suit, causing anarchic fluctuations in supply and
demand that could cause the national grid collapse, the company
contended.
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Building the solar farm cost more than $5 million.

"If the floodgates are thus opened, Eskom's ability to ensure the safety
of the grid... will be severely compromised," it said in its affidavit.

Eskom had its way because the court dismissed the case on a legal
technicality, as the local municipality had failed to join the suit.

As a result, RFS has had to switch off some of the photovoltaic panels in
order to keep in line with the scheduled outages. And in consequence,
badly needed electricity is going to waste.

South Africa's leading opposition party, the Democratic Alliance, has
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accused Eskom of acting "like a village bully" in the case, preferring to
protect its monopoly to embracing additional generation capacity.

An online petition launched by Frankfort residents this week calling on
the government to help unlock the stalemate has gathered more than
1,400 signatures.

"Why with all the efforts that we are doing here, we have to suffer the
same as people that are not doing anything. Is that fair?" asked RFS's
general manager Gugu Mokoena.
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